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Dear reader
With 75 years of experience in processing 
steel and enamelling, Wilhelm Schmidlin 
AG is a specia list for the manufacture of 
products from glazed titanium steel. We 
manufacture products for your bathroom 
in a wide range of shapes, sizes and 
colors from these natural materials. 
Schmidlin bathtubs, shower bases, 
washbasins and whirl systems are 
characterised by their timeless beauty 
and let the element of water unfold its 
natural effect in your bathroom.

Beat Wullschleger Urs Wullschleger
Managing director Managing director
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individually swiss made

Quality products
Quality	and	sustainability	go	hand	in	hand	for	us.	This	is	
why we use the natural raw materials steel and enamel to 
produce	our	washbasins,	shower	bases	and	bathtubs.	
Sturdy,	long-life	and	recyclable	products	with	a	unique	
surface	finish	are	manufactured	from	these	basic	mate-
rials	in	our	production	facilities.

Wilhelm Schmidlin founded Switzerland's first and only steel bathtub factory in Oberarth in the canton  
Schwyz in 1947. In 1985 the company was taken over by Eduard and Margrit Wullschleger-Schmidlin. It has been  
managed since 2007 by the third generation of Beat Wullschleger and Urs Wullschleger.

Wilhelm Schmidlin AG is committed to Switzerland as a manufacturing base. It is constantly investing in 
production and development so that it can continue to manufacture innovative Swiss products in the future. 
Schmidlin is the epitome of traditional, top-quality Swiss products.

A Schmidlin product is a decision for the future.
The	advantages	of	glazed	titanium	steel
• Strong and resistant 
• Hygienic and easy to clean 
•	Color-	and	lightfast	
• Optimum thermal conductivity 
•	Long	life	guaranteed



Products and material

Schmidlin	produces	a	wide	assortment	of	
bathtubs, shower bases, washbasins and 
accessories,	all	made	of	its	premium	 
glazed	titanium-steel	material.	The	surface	of	
Schmidlin’s glaze is harder than marble, acrylics 
and	other	solid	surfaces.	It	is	non-porous	and	
resistant	to	abrasion,	heat	and	UV-rays.	Our	
steel	manufacturing	plant	gives	us	great	
flexibility	to	fulfill	customer	requirements.	 
We are able to produce to the measure with 
very	short	lead	times.

Made to measure

Schmidlin	is	able	to	produce	to	the	measure.	
Products	with	the	VARIO	appendix	are	always	
made	to	measure.	On	the	VARIO	washbasins	
we	are	offering	a	special	airfreight	delivery	
option	directly	from	the	Swiss	factory.
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Our unbeatable strengths 

Made to measure
MTM

43 ½ inch

42 inch



Integrated  
tile	flange

Magnetic accessories

Due	to	the	nature	of	our	base	
material (steel) all our products 
are	magnetic.	For	this	purpose,	we	
developed	a	wide	assortment	of	
magnetic	accessories.

Colors

Schmidlin	offers	its	
products not only in glossy 
white.	The	outstanding	
surface	properties	of	
glazed titanium steel can 
also	be	offered	in	several	
colors and in matte shades 
of	gray	and	black.
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Integrated tile flanges

Schmidlin	offers	integrated	tile	flanges	on	3	
sides	for	a	waterproofed	installation	in	the	
alcove.	Further	to	this	Schmidlin	also	offers	
tile	flanges	on	2	sides	for	a	corner	installation.	
This	innovation	is	unique	on	the	market	
and	it	gives	layout	flexibility	to	the	planner.
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C048
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C012
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Glazed titanium steel

Quality and sustainability go hand in hand for us. This is why we use the natural raw materials steel and 
enamel to produce our washbasins, shower bases and bathtubs. Durable, sturdy, long-life and recyclable 
products with a unique surface finish are manufactured from these basic materials in our production facilities.

Strong and resistant
Our	products	are	made	from	titanium	
steel,	making	them	extremely	tough.	The	
combination	of	steel	and	enamel	produces	
a	very	resistant	surface	known	as	glazed	
titanium	steel.

Hygienic and easy to clean
The	inorganic	surface	provides	no	breeding	
ground	for	bacteria.	The	brilliant	glazed	
surface	is	skin-friendly	and	easy	to	clean.

Color- and lightfast
Our	products	are	colorfast,	lightfast	and	
100%	UV-light	resistant.	At	the	same	time,	
the	very	smooth	surface	reflects	light	very	
evenly.

Optimum thermal  
conductivity
Steel has a very good thermal conductivity  
and	quickly	assumes	the	temperature	of	
the	water	or	ambient	air.	When	the	water	
starts to cool down, the steel releases the 
stored	heat	to	slow	this	process	down.

Long life guaranteed
The	long	service	life	speaks	for	itself.	We	
grant	a	20	year	warranty	for	manufacturing	
defects	on	all	of	our	bathtubs,	shower	
bases	and	washbasins.	Please	refer	to	the	
limited warranty document:  
www.schmidlinusa.com/media/down-
load/3572
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Production

How is a Schmidlin bathtub made?

Raw production 
Titanium alloy steel plates are deep drawn down to 17¾ 
inch	in	a	deep	drawing	press	at	a	pressure	of	over	600	
tons;	this	gives	the	steel	tubs	their	inner	shape.	After	
cutting to shape the edges are turned up, beaded and 
the	outlet	and	overflow	holes	are	then	punched	and	
stamped.	The	tubs	are	checked	and	finish-ground	
before	being	degreased	in	the	pre-treatment	installa-
tion.	The	blanks	are	now	ready	for	enamelling.

Enamelling / glazed titanium steel 
The steel bathtubs are given their brilliant, scratch and 
acid-resistant	surface	by	enamelling.	Enamel	is	glass.	
The	enamel	frit	is	mixed	and	ground	with	water	and	clay.	
The resulting enamel slip is sprayed onto the steel tubs 
then	wet	and	fired	at	1560°	F	in	a	continuous	furnace.	
The	ground	coat	enamel	bonds	with	the	steel	to	form	a	
composite	material.	A	second	layer	of	enamel	gives	the	
tubs	their	color	and	incomparable	surface	properties	of	
glazed	titanium	steel.

Inspection, storage and delivery 
A	twofold	final	inspection	guarantees	that	no	faulty	tubs	
are	supplied.	The	finished	steel	bathtubs	are	now	
packed	and	stored	or	made	ready	for	direct	delivery	to	
the	sanitary	wholesalers.

 Production
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The circular, classic shape embodies timeless elegance. The Schmidlin ORBIS line of washbasins offers plenty of 
shelf space all-round and optimum design possibilities. As a counter-top, vessel, drop-in, undermount or wall-mount 
washbasin: from a single basin to a spacious double basin. Optionally with or without faucet hole bench. 

All-round classic 

Picture:	Schmidlin	ORBIS	wall-mount	washbasin,	double	basin	54	×	19	×	4 ⅞	inch.
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Sizes in inch (width × depth × border height) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, C, D, E
• CLEANEFFECT 
• Faucet holes
• Soap dispenser hole
•	Without	overflow	hole

•	Schmidlin	back-	/	side-splash
•	Overflow	and	drain	set
• Magnetic accessories ELEMENT, MAGNO and VERSO
• Schmidlin built-in soap dispenser
•	Overflow	ring	white	matte	or	black	matte

Undermount washbasin (diameter in inch)

Drop-in washbasin 
Without	faucet	hole	bench	 With	faucet	hole	bench		

Vessel washbasin 
Without	faucet	hole	bench	 With	faucet	hole	bench		

ø	14	⅛

17 ½	 ×	 17 ½	 ×	 ½
23 ⅝	×	 17 ½	 ×	 ½

17 ½	 ×	 17	½	×	 3 ⅛
23 ⅝	×	 17	½	×	 3 ⅛

17 ½	 ×	 19 ⅝	 ×	 ½
23 ⅝	×	 19 ⅝	 ×	 ½

17 ½	 ×	 19 ⅝	 ×	 3 ⅛
23 ⅝	×	 19 ⅝	 ×	 3 ⅛

Colors  page 64

Schmidlin ORBIS
Undermount washbasin
Drop-in washbasins
Vessel washbasins

01  Washbasins
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Schmidlin ORBIS
Counter-top washbasins

Sizes in inch (width × depth × border height) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, C, D, E
• CLEANEFFECT 
• Faucet holes
• Soap dispenser hole
•	Without	overflow	hole

•	Schmidlin	back-	/	side-splash
•	Overflow	and	drain	set
• Magnetic accessories ELEMENT, MAGNO and VERSO
• Schmidlin built-in soap dispenser
•	Overflow	ring	white	matte	or	black	matte

Without	faucet	hole	bench	 With	faucet	hole	bench		

19	 ×	 18	 ½	 ×	 2
25	 ×	 18 ½	 ×	 2
31	 ×	 18 ½	 ×	 2
37	 ×	 18 ½	 ×	 2

19	 ×	 21	 ½	 ×	 2
25	 ×	 21 ½	 ×	 2
31	 ×	 21 ½	 ×	 2
37	 ×	 21 ½	 ×	 2

01  Washbasins

Colors  page 64
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Schmidlin ORBIS
Wall-mount washbasins

Sizes in inch (width × depth × border height) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, C, D, E
• CLEANEFFECT 
• Faucet holes
• Soap dispenser hole
• Tissue paper dispenser
•	Without	overflow	hole

•	Schmidlin	back-	/	side-splash
•	Overflow	and	drain	set
• Magnetic accessories ELEMENT, MAGNO and VERSO
• Schmidlin built-in soap dispenser
•	Overflow	ring	white	matte	or	black	matte

Without	faucet	hole	bench	 With	faucet	hole	bench		

* Double basin

19	 ×	 19	 ×	 4 ⅞
24	 ×	 19	 ×	 4 ⅞
30	 ×	 19	 ×	 4 ⅞
36	 ×	 19	 ×	 4 ⅞
54	 ×	 19	 ×	 4 ⅞ *	

19	 ×	 20	 ×	 4 ⅞
24	 ×	 20	 ×	 4 ⅞
30	 ×	 20	 ×	 4 ⅞
36	 ×	 20	 ×	 4 ⅞
54	 ×	 20	 ×	 4 ⅞ *	

01  Washbasins

Colors  page 64



Picture: Seamless counter-top washbasin  
ORBIS	VARIO	made	to	measure	in	matte	black	
on	Robern	balletto	vanity.
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Schmidlin ORBIS VARIO

Made to measure

VARIO means that the ORBIS washbasin is seamless made 
to	the	measure	in	sizes	from	17	inch	to	40	inch	in	width.

Sizes in inch (width × depth × border height) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, C, D, E
• CLEANEFFECT 
• Faucet holes
• Soap dispenser hole
•	Without	overflow	hole
• Tissue paper dispenser (wall-mount washbasins)

•	Schmidlin	back-	/	side-splash
•	Overflow	and	drain	set
• Magnetic accessories ELEMENT, MAGNO and VERSO
• Schmidlin built-in soap dispenser

•	Drop-in	version	with	½	inch	border	height
• Counter-top version with 2 inch border height
•	Wall-mount	version	with	4 ⅞		inch	border	height
•	With	or	without	faucet	hole	bench

Custom size
Made to measure, possible in ½ inch steps

Drop-in 

Counter-top 

Bowl centered

Bowl left

Bowl right

Wall-mount 

from	 17	 ×	 17	 ×	 ½
to	 40	 ×	 22	 ×	 ½

from	 17	 ×	 17	 ×	 2
to 40 × 22 × 2

from	 17	 ×	 17	 ×	 4 ⅞
to	 40	 ×	 22	 ×	 4 ⅞

Made to measure
MTM

01  Washbasins

Colors  page 64



Small beauty
The Schmidlin ORBIS MINI is the classic guest bathroom basin in the same design as the timeless Schmidlin ORBIS 
line. Countless possibilities for the smallest spaces: as a wall-mount washbasin, optionally with faucet holes. 

Picture: Schmidlin ORBIS MINI wall-mount washbasin  
15 ¾	×	11	¾	×	4 ⅞	inch,	with	undermount	towel	holder.	
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Schmidlin ORBIS MINI
Wall-mount washbasins

Sizes in inch (width × depth × border height) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, C, D, E
• Matte colors
• CLEANEFFECT 
• Faucet holes
• Tissue paper dispenser
• Soap dispenser hole

•	Schmidlin	back-	/	side-splash
• Magnetic accessories ELEMENT, MAGNO and VERSO
• Undermount towel holder
• Schmidlin built-in soap dispenser

15 ¾	 ×	 11	¾	 ×	4 ⅞

01  Washbasins

Colors  page 64
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A cubic classic

Picture: Counter-top washbasin Schmidlin MERO  
31	×	22	inch,	on	Furniture	Guild	Brianna	vanity.	

The Schmidlin MERO is a classic with a cubic design. The basin fits harmoniously into your bathroom and also scores 
highly in practicality. The deep shape is ideal for everyday family requirements and the storage areas on either side 
offer space for everything you need, such as our magnetic accessories which make everyday life a little easier.
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Schmidlin  MERO
Undermount washbasin
Drop-in washbasins

Sizes in inch (width × depth × border height) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, C, D, E
• CLEANEFFECT 
• Faucet holes
• Soap dispenser hole
•	Without	overflow	hole

•	Schmidlin	back-	/	side-splash
•	Overflow	and	drain	set
• Magnetic accessories ELEMENT  

and MAGNO
• Schmidlin built-in soap dispenser
•	Overflow	ring	white	matte	or	black	matte

01  Washbasins

The	Schmidlin	MERO	is	available	in	numerous	design	variants	as	an	undermount,	drop-in,	counter-top	or	wall-mount	basin.	
The	Schmidlin	MERO	is	also	available	as	the	made	to	measure	product	MERO	VARIO.

Colors  page 64

Undermount washbasin

Drop-in washbasin 
With	faucet	hole	bench

18	⅞		×		12	⅞

22	 ×	 19	 ×	 ½
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Schmidlin MERO
Counter-top washbasins

Sizes in inch (width × depth × border height) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, C, D, E
• CLEANEFFECT 
• Faucet holes
• Soap dispenser hole
•	Without	overflow	hole

•	Schmidlin	back-	/	side-splash
•	Overflow	and	drain	set
• Magnetic accessories ELEMENT, MAGNO and VERSO
• Schmidlin built-in soap dispenser
•	Overflow	ring	white	matte	or	black	matte

With	faucet	hole	bench	 With	faucet	hole	bench		

double bowl  double bowl 

25 × 19 × 2
31 × 19 × 2
37 × 19 × 2
43 × 19 × 2
49 × 19 × 2

61 × 19 × 2

25 × 22 × 2
31 × 22 × 2
37 × 22 × 2
43 × 22 × 2
49 × 22 × 2

61 × 22 × 2

01  Washbasins

Colors  page 64
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Schmidlin MERO
Wall-mount washbasins

Sizes in inch (width × depth × border height) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, C, D, E
• CLEANEFFECT 
• Faucet holes
• Soap dispenser hole
•	Without	overflow	hole

•	Schmidlin	back-	/	side-splash
•	Overflow	and	drain	set
• Magnetic accessories ELEMENT, MAGNO and VERSO
• Schmidlin built-in soap dispenser
•	Overflow	ring	white	matte	or	black	matte

With	faucet	hole	bench

24	 ×	 19	 ×	 4 ⅞
30	 ×	 19	 ×	 4 ⅞
36	 ×	 19	 ×	 4 ⅞
42	 ×	 19	 ×	 4 ⅞
48	 ×	 19	 ×	 4 ⅞

Colors  page 64
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Schmidlin MERO VARIO
Drop-in	washbasin,	28	×	16	×	½	inch,	 
bowl centered

Schmidlin MERO VARIO
Counter-top washbasin, 40 × 16 × 2 inch, 
bowl right

Schmidlin MERO VARIO
Wall-mount	washbasin,	32	×	16	×	4	⅞		inch,	
without	faucet	hole	bench,	bowl	left

Schmidlin MERO VARIO
Drop-in	washbasin,	35	×	19	×	½	inch,	 
bowl	left

Schmidlin MERO VARIO
Counter-top washbasin, 22 × 18 × 2 inch, 
bowl centered

Schmidlin MERO VARIO
Wall-mount	washbasin,	40	×	18	×	4 ⅞	inch,	
bowl right

30

Schmidlin MERO VARIO
Examples

01  Washbasins
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Schmidlin MERO VARIO

Sizes in inch (width × depth × border height) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, C, D, E
• CLEANEFFECT 
• Faucet holes
• Soap dispenser hole
•	Without	overflow	hole
• Tissue paper dispenser  

(wall-mount washbasins)

•	Schmidlin	back-	/	side-splash
•	Overflow	and	drain	set
• Magnetic accessories ELEMENT, MAGNO and VERSO
• Schmidlin built-in soap dispenser
•	Overflow	ring	white	matte	or	black	matte

Designs
• Drop-in version with ½ inch border height
• Counter-top version with 2 inch border height
• Wall-mount version with 4 ⅞   inch border height
•	With	or	without	faucet	hole	bench

Custom size
Made to measure, possible in ½ inch steps

Drop-in 

Counter-top 

Bowl centered

Bowl left

Bowl right

Wall-mount 

from	 		21		 ×	 16	 	×			½
to		 		50		 ×	 23		×			½

from	 		21		 ×	 16	 	×			2
to    50  × 23  ×   2

from	 		21		 ×	 16	 	×			4 ⅞
to		 		50		 ×	 23		×			4 ⅞

Colors  page 64

Made to measure
MTM

01  Washbasins
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Small genius
There are so many options for the Schmidlin MERO MINI, a practical all-rounder, that you’re sure to find what’s right 
for you. The Schmidlin MERO MINI is available in various design variants as a wall-mount basin. The Schmidlin MERO 
MINI is also available as a made to measure product called MERO MINI VARIO.

Picture: Schmidlin MERO MINI wall-mount 
washbasin	15 ¾		×	12	×	4 ⅞	inch.



bowl	left,	faucet	hole	right

bowl	centered,	faucet	hole	right

bowl	centered,	faucet	hole	right
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Schmidlin MERO MINI
Wall-mount washbasins

Sizes in inch (width × depth × border height) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, C, D, E
• CLEANEFFECT 
• Faucet holes
• Soap dispenser hole
•	Without	overflow	hole
• Tissue paper dispenser

•	Schmidlin	back-	/	side-splash
•	Overflow	and	drain	set
• Magnetic accessories ELEMENT, MAGNO and VERSO 
• Undermount towel holder
• Schmidlin built-in soap dispenser
•	Overflow	ring	white	matte	or	black	matte

Without	faucet	hole	bench 
overflow	on	the	right
15 ¾		 ×		 11	¾		 ×	 4 ⅞		
17 ¾		 ×		 11	¾		 ×	 4 ⅞		
19 ⅝		 ×	 11	¾		 ×		 4 ⅞		

With	faucet	hole	bench	and	 
overflow	on	the	back
17 ¾		 ×	 13 ¾		 ×				4 ⅞		
19 ⅝		 ×	 13 ¾		 ×				4 ⅞		
25 ⅝		 ×	 13 ¾		 ×				4 ⅞		
31 ½		 ×	 13 ¾		 ×				4 ⅞		

Colors  page 64
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Schmidlin MERO MINI VARIO
Counter-top washbasin, 18 × 12 × 2 inch
bowl	left

Schmidlin MERO MINI VARIO
Counter-top washbasin, 23 × 12 × 2 inch
bowl	right,	without	overflow

Schmidlin MERO MINI VARIO
Wall-mount	washbasin,	26	×	12	×	4 ⅞		inch
bowl	left

Schmidlin MERO MINI VARIO
Counter-top washbasin, 20 × 12 × 2 inch
bowl	centered,	without	overflow

Schmidlin MERO MINI VARIO
Wall-mount	washbasin,	32	×	12	×	4 ⅞		inch
bowl	centered,	without	overflow

Schmidlin MERO MINI VARIO
Wall-mount	washbasin,	22	×	12	×	4 ⅞		inch
bowl	right,	without	overflow

34

Schmidlin MERO MINI VARIO
Examples

01  Washbasins
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Schmidlin MERO MINI VARIO

Sizes in inch (width × depth × border height) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, C, D, E
• CLEANEFFECT 
• Faucet holes
• Soap dispenser hole
•	Without	overflow	hole
• Tissue paper dispenser  

(wall-mount washbasins)

•	Schmidlin	back-	/	side-splash
•	Overflow	and	drain	set
• Magnetic accessories ELEMENT, MAGNO and VERSO
•	Undermount	towel	holder	(for	wall-mount	only)
• Schmidlin built-in soap dispenser
•	Overflow	ring	white	matte	or	black	matte

Designs
• Counter-top version with 2 inch border height 
•	Wall-mount	version	with	4 ⅞		inch	border	height
•	With	or	without	faucet	hole	bench

Custom size
Made to measure, possible in ½ inch steps

Counter-top 

Bowl centered

Bowl left

Bowl right

Wall-mount 

from	 		13 ¾	 ×	 12	½	 ×	 2
to		 		22	 ×	 20	½	 ×	 2

from	 		13 ¾	 ×	 12	 ×	 4 ⅞
to		 		22	 ×	 15	¾	 ×	 4 ⅞

Colors  page 64

01  Washbasins

Made to measure
MTM
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Nice and neat
Picture: Schmidlin MERO EVO washbasin with 

vanity	39 ⅜	×	19 ⅝	×	15 ¾	inch,	bowl	left.	

01  Washbasins
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Schmidlin MERO EVO

Sizes in inch (width × depth × border height) Options and accessories 

•	Without	overflow	hole	
•	Color	class	B,	C,	D,	E	(except	C060,	C061,	C062)
• Other gloss or matte colors 
• CLEANEFFECT 
•	Holes	for	faucets	
•	Hole	for	Schmidlin	soap	dispenser	
• Custom-made round hole

•	Interior	divider	for	EVO	bathroom	furniture	made	of	
solid	wood	(black	lacquered	ash,	visible	wood	grain)

•	Schmidlin	back-	/	side-splash
• Schmidlin built-in soap dispenser 
•	Overflow	and	drain	set	in	brass	
• Magnetic accessories ELEMENT, MAGNO and VERSO
•	Overflow	ring	white	matte	or	black	matte

Vanity surface options
• Real wood laminate 
• Super matte laminate

Bowl centered
23 ⅝	 ×	 19 ⅝	 ×	 15 ¾
31 ½	 ×	 19 ⅝	 ×	 15 ¾
39 ⅜	 ×	 19 ⅝	 ×	 15 ¾

Bowl left
39 ⅜	 ×	 19 ⅝	 ×	 15 ¾

Bowl right
39 ⅜	 ×	 19 ⅝	 ×	 15 ¾

Colors  page 64

01  Washbasins

Add built-in bathroom furniture to the Schmidlin MERO washbasin and you get the Schmidlin MERO EVO. Made  
from glazed titanium steel, the lateral lines of the washbasin stylishly frame the drawer, harmoniously blending it 
with the basin. The Schmidlin MERO EVO is available in a wide range of sizes and designs and is made from timeless, 
high-quality materials. The elegant drawer has a quiet and practical soft-close mechanism and can be opened easily 
thanks to its push-open system. This timeless bathroom vanity is available in two materials: real wood laminate or 
super matte synthetic resin laminate with a fingerprint-resistant surface.

The Schmidlin MERO EVO can also be fitted with practical accessories, such as a magnetic towel holder on the side of 
the basin or an interior compartment for the drawer, made from solid wood with a black varnish.

Wood	light	oak	
(VS01)

Wood titanium  
oak	(VS02)

Wood	planked
walnut (VS03)
 
 

Nero ingo 
(VS53)

Interior	divider	for	EVO	bathroom	vanity
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Subtle and attractive
The slender Schmidlin IRIS bowl combines subtle design with sturdy materials. The basin’s discreet drain produces a 
pleasing sense of evenness, which when viewed from above resembles the human eye. Schmidlin IRIS is available in 
two sizes and a wide range of colors. Like the basin, the large, slightly convex lens is made from glazed titanium steel 
and comes in a wide range of colors. You can choose different colors for the bowl and the lens – to create something 
that’s truly pleasing on the eye.

Picture: Schmidlin IRIS vessel washbasin  
14 ¾		×	14 ¾	×	5 ½	inch.
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Schmidlin IRIS
Vessel washbasins

Sizes in inch (width × depth × border height) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, C, D, E
• CLEANEFFECT 

Lense for IRIS Vessel
• Color class B, C, D, E, F

Schmidlin counter-top for IRIS vessel
•	Available	for	different	size	vanities
• Color class B, C, D, E

IRIS vessel 12 ⅛  
12 ⅛	 ×	 12 ⅛	 ×	 3 ½

IRIS vessel 14 ¾

14 ¾	 ×	 14 ¾	 ×	 5 ½

Colors  page 64

01  Washbasins
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02

Bathtubs





Integrated	tile	flange
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Schmidlin URBAN CLASSIC

Sizes in inch  (width × depth × height)    Options and accessories

• Color class B, C, D
•	Grab	bar	SAFE	/	CONTURA
• CLEANEFFECT

• Magnetic pillow RELAX
• Magnetic bathtub tray ELEMENT
• Magnetic candle holder ELEMENT
• Magnetic towel holder ELEMENT

Colors  page 64

60	 ×	 30	 ×	 16		 drain	left
60 × 30 × 16  drain right
60	 ×	 32	 ×	 16		 drain	left
60 × 32 × 16 drain right

02  Bathtubs

drain rightdrain	left

integrated	tile	flange							integrated	apron	 wide	front	rim	 	

The URBAN CLASSIC is a swiss made premium alcove tub 
for	the	traditional	and	the	contemporary	American	
bathroom.	 

Exclusively	developed	for	the	North	American	market,	this	
tub	is	the	combination	of	superior	design,	exceptional	
quality	and	easy	installation.
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Picture:	Schmidlin	NORM	CLASSIC	66	×	32	×	20	inch.

Relaxing depth
Schmidlin ARIA20 takes relaxation to a whole new dimension. It’s the world’s first glazed titanium steel bathtub with a 
depth of 20 inch, giving you maximum space for a soothing bath. And Schmidlin ARIA20 is also perfect for sharing a bath 
with someone special, as it has a sloping back rest at both ends and a center drain to ensure ultimate comfort.



Integrated	tile	flange
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Schmidlin ARIA20

Sizes in inch (length × width × depth) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, D
•	Grab	bar	SAFE	/	CONTURA
• CLEANEFFECT

• Schmidlin INFINITY installation system
• Magnetic pillow RELAX
• Magnetic bathtub tray ELEMENT
• Magnetic candle holder ELEMENT

66   × 32 × 20
72   × 32 × 20

Colors  page 64

02  Bathtubs

Made to measure
MTM
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Picture:	Schmidlin	NORM	CLASSIC	60	×	30	×	17 ⅜	inch.

A universal classic
The simple, oval interior makes Schmidlin RIVA CLASSIC a popular design. The broad rim is a comfortable place to 
rest your arms. The central drain outlet guarantees an enjoyable bath for two people and makes it ideal for 
families. 



Integrated	tile	flange

The 60" apron is also available in white matte, 
black	matte	and	in	several	other	colors.
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Schmidlin   NORM CLASSIC
Schmidlin   RIVA CLASSIC

Sizes in inch (length × width × depth) Sizes in inch (length × width × depth)

Options and accessories  Accessory for 60" tub

• Color class B, C, D 
•	Grab	bar	SAFE	/	CONTURA
• CLEANEFFECT

• Schmidlin INFINITY installation system
•	Installation	feet
• Magnetic pillow RELAX
• Magnetic bathtub tray ELEMENT
• Magnetic candle holder ELEMENT

60			×		30	×	 17 ⅜

without	tile	flanges
or	with	tile	flanges	on	3	sides:
   

60	 ×	 32	 ×	 16 ⅜

Colors  page 64

02  Bathtubs

without	tile	flanges
or	with	tile	flanges	on	3	sides:

left	corner	 	 	 	 	 right	corner
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Picture:	Schmidlin	NORM	68	×	30	×	17 ¾	inch.

A tried and tested classic
The bathtub with its classic parallel shape and spacious internal casing stands out thanks to its timeless form. It 
is available in custom sizes from 66 × 30 inch up to 70 × 32 inch, with tile flanges on two sides for corner installa-
tions and a depth of 17 ¾ inch.



Integrated	tile	flange

Integrated	tile	flange
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Schmidlin NORM

Schmidlin NORM MINI

Sizes in inch (length × width × depth) Options and accessories 

Sizes in inch (length × width × depth) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, C, D
•	Grab	bar	SAFE	/	CONTURA
• CLEANEFFECT
• Schmidlin INFINITY installation system
•	Installation	feet
• Magnetic pillow RELAX
• Magnetic bathtub tray ELEMENT
• Magnetic candle holder ELEMENT

• Color class B, C, D
•	Grab	bar	SAFE	/	CONTURA
• CLEANEFFECT
• Schmidlin INFINITY installation system
• Magnetic pillow RELAX
• Magnetic bathtub tray ELEMENT
• Magnetic candle holder ELEMENT

66			×	30	 ×	 17 ½
66			×	32	 ×	 17 ¾
67			×	30	 ×	 17 ¾
67			×	32	 ×	 17 ¾
68			×	30	 ×	 17 ¾
68			×	32	 ×	 17 ¾
69			×	30	 ×	 17 ¾

48			×	30	 ×	 15	½
54			×	30	 ×	 16	⅞

Custom size: made to measure any size between 
smallest and largest size, possible in ½ inch steps

Colors  page 64

Colors  page 64

02  Bathtubs

Made to measure
MTM

69			×	32	 ×	 17 ¾
70			×	30	 ×	 17 ¾
70			×	32	 ×	 17 ¾
71			×	30	 ×	 17 ¾
71			×	32	 ×	 17 ¾
72			×	30	 ×	 17 ¾
72			×	32	 ×	 17 ¾
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Picture:	Schmidlin	RIVA	75	×	36	×	17 ¾	inch.

Rounded relaxation
Harmoniously curved and elegantly shaped. A classic oval, flowing and gentle. This is the interior profile of the 
Schmidlin RIVA. The flowing form of the internal casing creates an unexpected softness in the bathroom and 
guarantees a sensuous bath experience.



Integrated	tile	flange

Integrated	tile	flange
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Schmidlin RIVA

Schmidlin CORSO

Sizes in inch (length × width × depth) Options and accessories 

Sizes in inch (length × width × depth) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, C, D
•	Grab	bars	SAFE	/	CONTURA
• CLEANEFFECT
• Schmidlin INFINITY installation system
•	Installation	feet
• Magnetic pillow RELAX
• Magnetic candle holder ELEMENT

• Color class B, C, D
•	Grab	bar	SAFE	/	CONTURA
• CLEANEFFECT
• Schmidlin INFINITY installation system
•	Installation	feet
• Magnetic pillow RELAX
• Magnetic candle holder ELEMENT

68			×	31	 ×	 17 ⅜
72			×	 33	 ×	 17 ¾
75	 ×	 36	 ×	 17 ⅝

72	 ×	 36	 ×	 17 ⅝

Colors  page 64

Colors  page 64

02  Bathtubs
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A framed work of art
There is something sculptural in the character of the Schmidlin FRAME Line. The bathtub, Schmidlin RIVA FRAME, 
and the washbasin, Schmidlin DUETT FRAME, are characterized by a flowing oval design. They are elegantly 
shaped and supported by a classic powder-coated steel frame.
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Schmidlin RIVA FRAME

Schmidlin DUETT FRAME

Schmidlin NORM FRAME

Sizes in inch 	(width	×	depth	×	tub-depth/height)		

Sizes in inch  (width × depth × height)   

Sizes in inch 	(width	×	depth	×	tub-depth/height)		

Options and accessories FRAME Line

• Color class A
• CLEANEFFECT

• Magnetic pillow RELAX
• Magnetic candle holder ELEMENT
• Freestanding towel holder FRAME
• Ladder towel holder FRAME
• Magnetic accessories ELEMENT, MAGNO and VERSO

Standard color: white matte

Standard color: white matte

Standard color: white matte

68	 ×	 31	 ×	 17 ⅜	|	21 ¼	
72	 ×	 33	 ×	 17 ¾	|	21 ¼

26	 ×	 19	½		×		35

60	 ×	 30	 ×	 17 ⅜	|	21 ¼	

02  Bathtubs
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Picture:	Schmidlin	RIVA	75	×	36	×	17 ¾	inch.

Oval classic
Schmidlin FLAIR helps give your bathroom an elegant simplicity. The exterior stays true to the oval interior. With 
a central drain outlet, the bathtub guarantees a relaxing, enjoyable bath for two people.
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Schmidlin FLAIR

Sizes in inch (length × width × depth) Options and accessories 

• Color class B, C, D
•	Grab	bars	SAFE	/	CONTURA
• CLEANEFFECT
•	Installation	feet
• Magnetic pillow RELAX
• Magnetic candle holder ELEMENT

62	¼	 	×	 26	¾	 ×	 16 ½
66	⅛	 ×	 28	¾	 ×	 16 ½
70	⅛	 ×	 30	¾	 ×	 16 ½
74	 ×	 34	⅝	 ×	 16 ½

Colors  page 64

02  Bathtubs
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Schmidlin SELLA SHAPE

Schmidlin SELLA SHAPE FRONT

Uncompromising aesthetics in a classic oval: the gentle, 
flowing	forms	of	the	internal	casing	and	the	conical	outer	
shape	give	the	SELLA	SHAPE	a	particular	lightness.	The	
graceful	looks	are	an	impressive	compliment	to	the	sturdy	

glazed	titanium	steel.	The	high	intrinsic	value	of	the	
seamless	freestanding	bathtub	convinces	all	across	the	
board.	The	ergonomic	internal	casing	and	the	spacious	
overall	tub	promise	pure	relaxation.

Sizes in inch (width	×	depth	×	tub-depth/height)	 Options and accessories 

Sizes in inch (width	×	depth	×	tub-depth/height)	 Options and accessories 

68 ⅞	 ×	 31 ½	 ×	 17 ¾	|	22	⅝	
72 ⅞	 ×	 33 ½	 ×	 17 ¾	|	22	⅝
76 ¾	 ×	 37 ⅜	 ×	 17 ¾	|	22	⅝

68 ⅞	 ×	 31 ½	 ×	 17 ¾	|	22	⅝	
72 ⅞	 ×	 33 ½	 ×	 17 ¾	|	22	⅝

• Color class B
•	Grab	bar	SAFE	/	CONTURA
• CLEANEFFECT
• Magnetic pillow RELAX
• Magnetic bathtub tray ELEMENT
• Magnetic towel holder ELEMENT

• Color class B
•	Grab	bar	SAFE	/	CONTURA
• CLEANEFFECT
• Magnetic pillow RELAX
• Magnetic bathtub tray ELEMENT
• Magnetic towel holder ELEMENT
• Magnetic candle holder ELEMENT

Colors  page 64

Colors  page 64

02  Bathtubs
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03

Shower bases      
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The Schmidlin shower bases in a classic design are 
available	in	a	wide	variety	of	sizes	and	different	depths:	
super	flat	(1 ⅜	inch	deep)	or	flat	(2 ⅝	inch	deep).	The	
shower	bases	are	available	with	integrated	tile	flanges	on	
three	sides	and	an	apron	at	the	front.	Optionally,	the	

shower	bases	can	also	be	ordered	with	tile	flanges	on	two	
sides	and	aprons	on	the	other	two	sides.	
This	solution	spares	complicated	tiling	work	and	stands	
out	through	its	elegance	and	perfection.

Picture:	Schmidlin	shower	base	super	flat	60	×	30	x	1 ⅜	inch,	drain	right.

03  Shower bases



drain right

drain	left

Integrated	tile	flange
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Schmidlin shower bases

Sizes in inch  (length × width × depth)  Options and accessories

48	 ×	 36	 ×	 1 ¼ 
60	 ×	 30	 ×	 1	¼
60	 ×	 32	 ×	 1 ¼
60	 ×	 36	 ×	 1	¼

60	 ×	 30	 ×	 2 ½
60	 ×	 32	 ×	 2 ½

Shower base super flat 
Installation in alcove
Tile	flange	left/back/right
Drain	left	or	right

Shower base flat 
Installation in alcove
Tile	flange	left/back/right
Drain	left	or	right

Custom size
Made to measure, possible in ½ inch steps
Tile	flange	on	2	or	3	sides
Drain	left	or	right

from	 		40			×				30 ½				×		1 ¼
to		 		60			×				40								×		1 ¼

Custom size
Made to measure, possible in ½ inch steps
Tile	flange	on	2	or	3	sides
Drain	left	or	right

from	 		40			×				30 ½				×		2 ½
to		 		60			×				40								×		2 ½

• Color class B, C, D, E
• CLEANEFFECT

•	Installation	feet

Colors  page 64

03  Shower bases

Made to measure
MTM
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With its clean, simple lines, the Schmidlin VERTEX ALCOVE 
is	the	epitome	of	fine	style.	Schmidlin	VERTEX	ALCOVE	fits	
flush	with	any	bathroom	floor.	The	slope	to	the	central	

drain is hardly noticeable, but it allows the water to drain 
quickly.	

Picture:	Schmidlin	VERTEX	ALCOVE	42	×	30	x	1 ⅜	inch.

03  Shower bases



Integrated	tile	flange
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Schmidlin VERTEX ALCOVE

Sizes in inch  (length × width × depth)  Options and accessories

36	 ×	 36	 ×	 1 ⅜ 
42	 ×	 36	 ×	 1 ⅜
48	 ×	 32	 ×	 1 ⅜
48	 ×	 36	 ×	 1 ⅜
54	 ×	 32	 ×	 1 ⅜
54	 ×	 36	 ×	 1 ⅜

Custom size
Made to measure, possible in ½ inch steps
Tile	flange	on	2	or	3	sides
Drain	left	or	right

from	 		30			×				30 ½				×		1 ⅜
to		 		66			×				36								×		1 ⅜

• Color class B, C, D, E
• CLEANEFFECT

Colors  page 64

03  Shower bases

Made to measure
MTM

60	 ×	 30	 ×	 1 ⅜
60	 ×	 32	 ×	 1 ⅜
60	 ×	 36	 ×	 1 ⅜
66	 ×	 30	 ×	 1 ⅜
66	 ×	 32	 ×	 1 ⅜
66	 ×	 36	 ×	 1 ⅜
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A (standard color) white gloss C001      

B (standard color*) white matte C058      

C (standard color) black	matte C003     

D (gloss colors) manhattan gloss C033     

bermudablau gloss C031     

whisper blue gloss C040     

mossy green gloss C012     

calypso gloss C047     

greenwich gloss C046     

aegean gloss C048     

caramel gloss C032     

bahama beige gloss C011     

natura gloss C010     

biscuit-pergamon gloss C043     

sunset gloss C034     

rose pearl gloss C038     

E (matte colors) anthracite matte C062    

dark	gray	matte C061    

graphite matte C066    

hazel matte C071    

stone matte C070    

light gray matte C060    

dust matte C068    

cashmere matte C069    

silver matte C067    

cream matte C076    

light beige matte C065    

beige matte C064    

greige matte C073    

taupe matte C075    

brown matte C063    

F (gloss colors) ruby red (RAL 3003) C103 

Ultramarine blue (RAL 5002) C105 

water blue (RAL 5021) C110 

*on	all	FRAME	products	white	matte	is	the	standard	color.

64

Options and Accessories

Options and Accessories
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ANTIGLISS

You	can	be	sure	of	a	firm	stand	and	footing	with	the	new	
Schmidlin anti-slip protection ANTIGLISS which is standard 
on	all	Schmidlin	bathtubs	sold	in	North	America.	The	
tested	anti-slip	solution	convinces	through	its	look	and	
anti-slip	function.	
Schmidlin	ANTIGLISS	is	extremely	tough	and	hard- 
wearing	at	the	same	time	it	is	easy-to-clean	and	hygienic.	
Schmidlin	ANTIGLISS	is	the	ideal	for	anyone	who	places	
great	value	in	safety	and	hygiene.
Schmidlin	ANTIGLISS	provides	a	firm	stand	and	footing	in	
all	bathtubs.	The	proven	anti-slip	protection	is	a	special	
quartz	sand	that	is	permanently	stove-enamelled	into	the	
surface.	This	anti-slip	area	is	hard-wearing,	foot-sure	and	
hygienic.

CLEANEFFECT

Your bathtub or washbasin is even easier to clean with  
the	water	and	dirt-repellent	Schmidlin	CLEANEFFECT.	
Water	drops	run	off	faster	so	that	dirt	has	no	chance	to	
stick	to	the	glazed	titanium	steel.
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Freestanding towel holder 
FRAME

Ladder towel holder 
FRAME

Options and Accessories

Grab bars FRAME Line  
accessories

Grab	bars	help	you	get	into	and	out	of	the	bathtub	safely.	
Most	Schmidlin	bathtubs	can	be	fitted	with	chrome-plated	
Grab	bars.	

The	freestanding	towel	holder	FRAME	and	the	ladder	towel	
holder	FRAME	are	made	of	a	classic	powder-coated	steel	
structure.

CONTURA

SAFE
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Undermount  
towel holder

Schmidlin back- /  
side-splash

Tissue paper  
dispenser

Schmidlin built-in  
soap dispenser

The	simple,	high-quality	towel	holder,	is	a	clever	and	
reliable	solution	for	our	smallest	washbasins.	The	chromed	
towel	holder	for	MINI	wall-mount	washbasin	is	available	in	
a	length	of	15 ½	inch.

The	Schmidlin	backsplash	is	a	timeless	option	for	 
those who want to combine contemporary design with 
functionality.	The	extremely	thin	material	thickness	 
allows	endless	furnishing	variations.

A	tissue	paper	dispenser	is	optionally	available	for	wall-
mount	washbasins.	Any	conventional	tissue	box	of	approx.	
8 ⅞		×	7 ⅝	inch	can	easily	be	fixed	in	the	holder.	A	dispenser	
hole	in	the	frontal	apron	of	the	washbasin	with	a	diameter	
of	2	inches	allows	you	to	withdraw	tissue	paper.

A	timeless,	classic	built-in	soap	dispenser,	chrome-plated.	
Matches	most	Schmidlin	washbasins.	Capacity	8.45	oz.	



Magnetic accessories

68 Options and Accessories

Schmidlin  
ELEMENT

Towel holder Soap dispenser

Candle holder

Glass holder

Soap dish

Bathtub tray
Magnetic, solid, oiled oak

Round tray
Magnetic, solid, oiled oak

Magnetic and practical: 
The high-quality accessories can be 
easily and precisely positioned on 
all washbasins of glazed titanium 
steel thanks to the integrated 
magnetic base. They can be moved 
with no great effort without 
leaving behind any scratches.

Magnetic, chrome-plated
The	simple,	high-quality	towel	holder	
can be easily and precisely positioned 
on all wall-mount and 2 inch coun-
ter-top	washbasins.Chrome	plated	or	
black	matte	finish.

Magnetic, clear glass /  
chrome-plated  

Magnetic, chrome-plated

Magnetic, clear glass / 
chrome-plated

Magnetic, clear glass / 
chrome-plated
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Schmidlin  
MAGNO and 
VERSO

MAGNO Soap dispenserVERSO Soap dispenser MAGNO Toothbrush holder 

The magnetic Schmidlin MAGNO 
soap dispenser, with its simple 
rectangular design, stands securely 
on our washbasins and bathtubs. 
Available in glossy white with a 
chrome-plated dispenser or all in 
matte black.

The magnetic Schmidlin VERSO soap 
dispenser, made of black matte 
glass, stands with its round design, 
securely on our washbasins and 
bathtubs. 

Made from high-quality plastic,  
the magnetic Schmidlin MAGNO  
toothbrush holder will stay securely 
in place. Available in glossy white or 
matte black.



Size:	13 ⅜	×	 4 ¾	inch	
Color:	black	matte

70 Options and Accessories

Schmidlin RELAX  
bathtub pillow

The	magnetic,	ergonomically-shaped	multifunction	pillow	
comfortably	supports	head,	neck,	arms	or	feet.	Its	flexible	
shape	easily	adapts	to	any	Schmidlin	bathtub,	thus	offering	
a	safe	and	comfortable	support	during	bathing.	Thanks	to	
the integrated magnetic area, the cushion can be precisely 
positioned	anywhere	on	tubs	of	glazed	titanium	steel.



Brass overflow and  
drain set for washbasins

Drain set  
for shower bases

71Options and Accessories

The	fully	brass	chrome-plated	overflow	and	drain	set	can	
be	installed	in	any	washbasins	with	overflow	(exept	ORBIS	
MINI	and	MERO	MINI).	The	set	includes	a	chrome-plated	
overflow	cover	and	a	chrome-plated	drain	valve	1 ¼		inch	
with	push-open	function.

The	brass	overflow	and	drain	set	is	UPC	certified	by	IAPMO	
with	all	Schmidlin	wash	basins	(except	ORBIS	MINI).

The	ABS	based	drain	set	can	be	used	in	any	shower	base.	
The	set	includes	a	chrome-plated	cover.



Schmidlin Installation systems 
for bathtubs
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Adjustable	installation	feet

Schmidlin	mounting	angle	for	tile	flange

Schmidlin	facing	tape Schmidlin	tape-flange

Installation systems

60 inch apron (glazed titanium steel)
available in white gloss, white matte, anthracite matte and 
black	matte

Magnetic	installation	brackets	
for	easy	apron	installation

Schmidlin INFINITY installation system
for	all	rectangular	Schmidlin	bathtubs



Schmidlin Installation systems 
for shower bases

Heat retention

Heat	retention	of	a	glazed	titanium	steel	tub	and	an	acrylic	tub	is	pretty	
much	the	same.	The	glazed	steel	bathtub	loses	about	0.5° F	in	the	first	 
4	minutes	after	filling	the	tub.	After	about	40	minutes,	the	steel	tub	loses	
even	less	heat	than	the	acrylic	tub.

Heat retention of titanium steel tub vs acrylic tub.

Acrylic tub

Titanium
 steel tub

73

Adjustable	installation	feet

Schmidlin	tape-flange

Schmidlin	mounting	angle	for	tile	flange

Installation systems



There are no special wishes with us, 
just wishes – yours. 

We produce our bathtubs, shower bases and washbasins 
tailored	to	your	individual	needs.	Custom	products	from	
Schmidlin	are	often	the	only	convincing	solution,	especially	
for	conversions	and	renovations.	A	bespoke	shower	or	
bathtub	is	the	perfect	solution	in	terms	of	design	and	
hygiene;	no	complicated	tiling	work	is	needed.	Almost	
anything is possible: longer, shorter, wider, narrower, 
custom	holes,	bevelled	or	rounded	corners,	oblique	angles	
and	moulded	enamelled	aprons.

Schmidlin shower base standard size Schmidlin shower base made to measure 

42 inch 43 ½ inch

74

Custom products

Custom products



•	Longer	or	shorter	on	the	head	end	and/or	foot	end
• Broader or narrower tub side rim 
• Bevelled or rounded corners  
(with	radius	of	the	inner	body)

• Custom holes
•	Outlet	3 ½ inch

• Longer or shorter shower base rim 
• Bevelled or rounded corners  
(with	radius	of	the	inner	body)

• Moulded enamel apron

• Longer or shorter washbasins 
• Bevelled or rounded corners 
•	Holes	for	3-hole	fitting	
•	Custom	holes	(e.g.	for	built-in	soap	dispenser)

Bathtubs

Shower bases

Washbasins

75Custom products
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Care and warranty

Care and warranty

Limited Warranty Care

General terms and conditions

We	grant	a	20	year	limited	warranty	for	manufacturing 
defects	on	all	of	our	bathtubs,	shower	bases	and	 
washbasins.	For	all	other	products	we	grant	a	1	year	
limited	warranty.	

Please	refer	to	our	Website:	 
www.schmidlinusa.com/limited-consumer-warranty

Glazed titanium steel is glass and needs corresponding 
care.	All	glazed	surfaces	should	be	rinsed	well	with	water	
and	then	dried	with	a	soft,	absorbent	cloth.	Light	dirt	can	
be	removed	with	a	mild	detergent	(e.g.	washing-up	liquid	
or	window	cleaner).	Leave	the	detergent	for	a	while	to	take	
effect	on	more	stubborn	dirt.	Rinse	well	with	water	and	
then	dry	with	a	soft,	absorbent	cloth.	Lime	scale	deposits	
can	be	avoided	by	always	wiping	the	surfaces	dry	after	
use.	Very	abrasive,	aggressive	and	acidic	detergents	
should	not	be	used.

Please	refer	to	our	Website:
www.schmidlinusa.com/terms-and-conditions



Our	products	are	only	available	through	sanitary	wholesalers.
Subject	to	changes.	Products	may	differ	from	the	illustrations.
No	liability	for	misprints	as	well	as	incorrect	technical	data	and	illustrations.
  
©	2024	V3,	Wilhelm	Schmidlin	AG,	6414	Oberarth,	Switzerland.

Printed	in	U.S.
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